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Impact of Information Society Research in the Global South 2015-04-15 the second volume in the sirca book series investigates the
impact of information society initiatives by extending the boundaries of academic research into the realm of practice global in scope it
includes contributions and research projects from asia africa and latin america the international scholarly community has taken a variety of
approaches to question the impact of information society initiatives on populations in the global south this book addresses two aspects
impact of research how is the research on icts in the global south playing a role in creating an information society e g policy formulation
media coverage implementation in practice and research on impact what is the evidence for the impact of icts on society i e the objectives of
socio economic development this volume brings together a multiplicity of voices and approaches from social scientific research to produce an
engaging volume for a variety of stakeholders including academics researchers practitioners policy makers and those in the business and
civil sectors of society
The Nowhere Bible 2015-03-10 the bible contains passages that allow both scholars and believers to project their hopes and fears onto
ever changing empirical realities by reading specific biblical passages as utopia and dystopia this volume raises questions about
reconstructing the past the impact of wishful imagination on reality and the hermeneutic implications of dealing with utopia good place yet
no place as a method and a concept in biblical studies a believer like william bradford might approach a biblical passage as utopia by reading
it as instructions for bringing about a significantly changed society in reality even at the cost of becoming an oppressor a contemporary
biblical scholar might approach the same passage with the ambition of locating the historical reality behind it finding the places it describes
on a map or arriving at a conclusion about the social reality experienced by a historical community of redactors these utopian goals are
projected onto a utopian text this volume advocates an honest hermeneutical approach to the question of how reliably a past reality can be
reconstructed from a biblical passage and it aims to provide an example of disclosing not obscuring pre suppositions brought to the text
Game On 2021-12-13 as nations reel from the effects of poverty inequality climate change and the aftermath of the covid 19 pandemic it
feels as though the world has entered a period characterized by pessimism cynicism and anxiety this edited collection challenges
individualized understandings of emotion revealing how they relate to cultural economic and political realities in difficult times combining
numerous empirical studies and theoretical developments from around the world the diverse contributors explore how dystopian visions of
the future influence and are influenced by the emotions of an anxious and precarious present this is an original investigation into the
changing landscape of emotion in dark and uncertain times
Dystopian Emotions 2021-02-23 ranging over various aesthetic forms literature film music in the period since 1960 this volume brings an
antipodean perspective into conversation with the art and culture of the northern hemisphere to reformulate postmodernism as a properly
global phenomenon
The Planetary Clock 2018-06-11 in the people s zion joel cabrita tells the transatlantic story of southern africa s largest popular religious
movement zionism it began in zion city a utopian community established in 1900 just north of chicago the zionist church which promoted
faith healing drew tens of thousands of marginalized americans from across racial and class divides it also sent missionaries abroad
particularly to southern africa where its uplifting spiritualism and pan racialism resonated with urban working class whites and blacks
circulated throughout southern africa by zion city s missionaries and literature zionism thrived among white and black workers drawn to
johannesburg by the discovery of gold as in chicago these early devotees of faith healing hoped for a color blind society in which they could
acquire equal status and purpose amid demoralizing social and economic circumstances defying segregation and later apartheid black and
white zionists formed a uniquely cosmopolitan community that played a key role in remaking the racial politics of modern southern africa
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connecting cities regions and societies usually considered in isolation cabrita shows how zionists on either side of the atlantic used the
democratic resources of evangelical christianity to stake out a place of belonging within rapidly changing societies in doing so they laid claim
to nothing less than the kingdom of god today the number of american zionists is small but thousands of independent zionist churches
counting millions of members still dot the southern african landscape
The People’s Zion 2021-01-01 in blind evolution the nature of humanity and the origin of life professor david frost challenges the dominant
worldview derived from darwin s evolutionary theories and perpetuated in richard dawkins s atheistic propaganda for neo darwinism that our
universe has at bottom no design no purpose no evil and no good nothing but blind pitiless indifference frost deploys recent findings from a
range of scientific studies that shake neo darwinism to its foundation citing entertaining examples from the inner workings of a single cell to
the animal kingdom at large from elephants and giraffes to the japanese pufferfish frost maintains that darwinian premises are wholly
inadequate to engage with life or to provide a framework for our experiences of joy and sorrow the problem of suffering and the stark
realities of good and evil reflecting on the nature of existence frost points to a mode of human understanding parallel to scientific enquiry
through the path of vision accessed via the nous or spiritual intellect he argues that vision is as much essential to our understanding of
creation as is scientific enquiry reality is best approached through a complementary partnership of both
Blind Evolution? 2017-11-07 it s sunday in america is about the return of mandatory sunday worship and rest to the center of american
national life and how this will shape the future of america and the world american greatness rests upon its constitutional guarantees of civil
and religious liberty separation of church and state in america created favorable conditions for human flourishing despite this american
history records numerous attempts at the state level to undermine the principle of separation through the establishment of laws regulating
sunday for half a century after 1888 persistent attempts to introduce national sunday legislation were made today proponents of the myth of
separation suggest the founding fathers never intended a wall of separation between church and state two competing conceptions of
american freedom and greatness are contending for the loyalty of americans the rise of the religious right is creating the space in which
conceptions of freedom and greatness that ruled seventeenth century new england are seeping back into national consciousness sunday
observance is central to these conceptions it s sunday in america is a timely warning about the emerging threats to religious liberty in the
world s greatest democracy
It’s Sunday in America 2014-03-20 author jeffrey cox conducts a thorough and compelling investigation of the java sea campaign the first
major sea battle of the pacific war which inflicted huge costs on the allies and set the stage for japan s rout across the pacific and indian
oceans few events have ever shaken a country in the way that the japanese attack on pearl harbor affected the united states the japanese
forces then continued to overwhelm the allies attacking malaya with its fortress of singapore and taking resource rich islands in the pacific in
their own blitzkrieg offensive allied losses in these early months after america s entry into the war were great and among the most
devastating were those suffered during the java sea campaign where a small group of americans british dutch and australians were isolated
in the far east directly in the path of the japanese onslaught it would be the first major sea battle of world war ii in the pacific
Rising Sun, Falling Skies 2021-03-30 this book explores human animal relations amongst the bebelibe of west africa with a focus on the
establishment of totemic relationships with animals what these relationships entail and the consequences of abusing them employing and
developing the concepts of presencing and the ontological penumbra to shed light on the manner in which people make present and engage
in the world around them including the shadowy spaces that have to be negotiated in order to make sense of the world the author shows how
these concepts account for empathetic and intersubjective encounters with non human animals grounded in rich ethnographic work
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totemism and human animal relations in west africa offers a reappraisal of totemism and considers the implications of the ontological turn in
understanding human animal relations as such it will appeal to anthropologists sociologists and anthrozoologists concerned with human
animal interaction
Totemism and Human–Animal Relations in West Africa 2021-06-08 more than any other event in australia s legal political and cultural history
the high court of australia s 1992 mabo decision challenged previous ways of thinking about land identity belonging the nation and history
now more than a quarter of a century after mabo this book examines the broader impacts of this landmark legal decision on various forms of
australian culture and cultural practice how is australia s post mabo imaginary being reflected refracted and articulated in contemporary film
fiction poetry biography and other forms of cultural expression to what extent has the discussion and practice of history linguistics
anthropology and other branches of the humanities been challenged or transformed by mabo while the judges in mabo recognised native
title they also denied indigenous people sovereignty over the continent how is first nations sovereignty being articulated and creatively
imagined in more recent post mabo discourse this interdisciplinary book offering a transnational perspective via scholars based in australia
continental europe and the uk provides an overview of the diverse impact and discursive influence of mabo on fields of artistic endeavour
and cultural practice in australia today
Mabos Cultural Legacy 2023-08-01 emergency and trauma care for nurses and paramedics is a highly respected emergency care text for
nursing and paramedicine students and clinicians in australia and new zealand now in its fourth edition it provides the most up to date and
comprehensive coverage of the spectrum of emergency and trauma care the text spans prehospital and hospital care enabling students to
understand the patient journey and equipping them for their role in a multidisciplinary team coverage includes assessment triage and
management of trauma physiology of emergency care and the recognition and management of specific body system emergencies as well as
the fundamentals of emergency care such as quality and safety ethics leadership research and patient education fully revised to reflect the
dynamic and evolving nature of emergency and trauma care this book is ideal for students prehospital care providers rural remote and urban
emergency and trauma care nurses and other disaster management clinicians endorsed by the college of emergency nursing australasia
written by internationally recognised clinicians researchers and leaders in emergency care latest evidence based research and practice
across the emergency care continuum case studies to consolidate knowledge apply theory to practice practice tips highlight cultural
considerations and communication issues aligns to nsqhss 2e nmba and pba standards includes elsevier adaptive quizzing for emergency
and trauma care for nurses and paramedics 4e instructor resources image collection powerpoint slides case study questions and answers
additional case studies with answers and rationales additional paramedic case studies with answers and rationales paramedic test bank test
bank instructor and student resources additional case studies additional paramedic case studies videos
Emergency and Trauma Care for Nurses and Paramedics 2022-07-07 despite the australian constitution having been one of the most
stable since its commencement in 1901 it is becoming fatally flawed the naked australian constitution examines these flaws and the lack of
public appreciation of those defects this is due to several serious errors including the racial basis of its origin and the misleading nature of its
text with the high court having interpreted it in a remarkably subjective manner undermining the few express requirements and freedoms in
the constitution while also applying concepts that are not required by the constitutional text as a result the constitution is now what the high
court says it is instead of what it was expected to be by its drafters most australians have no knowledge of the constitution or its operation
but with the growing subjective application of the constitution this constitutional digression requires remedy by a constitutional review ian
killey argues that without review the australian people will eventually see the australian constitution for what it is rapidly becoming an
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emperor with no clothes
The Naked Australian Constitution 2019-01-09 Учебное пособие подготовлено в соответствии с Федеральным государственным
образовательным стандартом ВПО и предназначается для студентов языковых и экономических специальностей языковых и
неязыковых вузов Цель пособия обучение навыкам устной и письменной английской речи в строительной сфере Учебное пособие
составлено по целевому и тематическому принципу и включает аутентичные профессионально ориентированные тексты
позволяющие ознакомить слушателей с особенностями профессионального общения в рамках профессиональных тем Справочная
часть пособия содержит терминологические глоссарии перечни сокращений принятых в деловой корреспонденции в строительной
сфере образцы действующих нормативных документов и фразеологических словарей помогающих ориентироваться в вопросах
составления договоров ведения деловой переписки и устного общения в строительной отрасли Все материалы используемые в
данном пособии имеют прикладную направленность и апробированы на практике Пособие может быть полезно преподавателям и
всем лицам работающим в международном строительном бизнесе всем тем кто самостоятельно изучает современный английский
язык делового и профессионального общения в рамках его использования в типичных речевых ситуациях Текст печатается в
авторской редакции
Английский язык в строительной сфере 1855 this title is a special anniversary edition of the book previously released as saving mars
in this sweeping coming of age saga disaster threatens the mars colony s survival and a seventeen year old pilot might be mars s last hope
but when jessamyn and her brother undertake a raid on ex ally earth her brother is captured and accused of treason by earth s powerful
chancellor things get worse as jess starts falling for the chancellor s rebellious nephew now she discovers that she holds the fate of her home
world and of her brother in her hands and soon she will have to choose between them a spellbinding saga of love sacrifice and the
indomitable spirit of a young pilot caught between duty and love
The Life and Times of Salvator Rosa 2023-12-15
The Star We Call Home 1849
The Athenaeum
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